Firstly we briefly review the three conceptual domains of Sweetser (1990/2002), "content domain", "epistemic domain", and "speech-act domain" (Sweetserian trichotomy), and Shen (2003), the corresponding A(cting), K(nowing), U(ttering) (Shenian trichotomy)-our KAU, finding that they and their followers ignored largely the necessity to distinguish between these three domains in terms of the speaker, the listener and the other. Then, we clarify this issue and on this basis, analyze disadvantages of the study of three conceptual domains at the lexical level, thinking that previous studies failed to highlight the importance of syntactic and pragmatic factors to lexical level and thus did not rise to the pragma-syntactic level. On account of this, we put forward the "Lexico-Pragma-Syntactic Hypothesis" on the three conceptual domains, holding that the three of them should be studied by encompassing the three linguistic levels with pragmatics playing a prevailing role.
Introduction
) discussed three different semantic functions of modal verbs like must, can, may etc., upon * Here KAU is short (our shortening) for the three conceptual domains: "acting", "knowing", and "uttering" forwarded by Shen (2003) -respectively corresponding to Sweetser's (1990/2002) content, epistemic and speech-act domain. which he distinguished between three conceptual domains of human cognitive system, namely content domain, epistemic domain and speech-act domain and thereupon further explored how these three domains were realized in conjunctions as well as conditionals. By "content domain" Sweetser meant "the content of the sentence", by "epistemic domain" he meant "the epistemic entity represented by the sentence" and by "speech-act domain" he meant "the speech act represented by the sentence" (Sweetser, 1990 (Sweetser, /2002 . In other words, in this Sweetserian trichotomy, the content domain corresponded to "real world", the epistemic domain to "reasoning" and the speech-act domain to "speech act" (ibid.: p. 31). For example (ibid.: pp. 61, 73) : 1) John may go.
2) John may be there.
3) May I ask you where you are going? According to Sweetser, in such sentences as 1), the speaker expressed "real-world obligation, permission, or ability", which implied that John was permitted to go. Thus, may belonged to the content domain (ibid.: p. 49). In 2), the speaker inferred the "necessity, probability, or possibility" of the event and thus thereby inferred that John was likely to be there. Here may denoted episteme, hence the epistemic domain (ibid.). In 3), however, the speaker did not really mean to ask for permission, but to require the listener to inform him as to where she would go. Thus, the illocutionary force of 3) was directive and so, according to Sweetser, may here expressed the meaning of the speech-act domain (ibid.: p. 73).
On ground of this formulation, Shen (2003) put forward three corresponding (derivative or synonymous) conceptual domains: "acting", "knowing", and "uttering" (KAU here for short)-respectively corresponding to Sweetser's content, epistemic and speech-act domain. According to Shen's statement, "acting" (A) referred to "the act and state in the real world, relevant to the state of actions and events", "knowing" (K) was "subjective consciousness and cognition, associated to the speaker's or listener's state of knowledge" and "uttering" (U) meant "a speech act for a purpose, such as a directive, a promise, a request etc., related to the state of speaking" (also see Xiao & Shen, 2009; Austin, 1962 Austin, /2002 Searle, 1969 Searle, /2001 . Take a look at the following examples (from Shen, 2003) Shen' s belief that, among other things, neng in 4) denoted ability, which "directly related to act", so here neng belonged to A. In 5), by using neng, the speaker did not ask himself/anyone whether he had the ability to cheat the listener, but instead asked the listener about the possibility of his cheating (her). Thus, this implied "an inference according to the known information" and neng here expressed the state of K. In terms of 6), the speaker did not ask whether the listener was able to lend him her notes or made an inference about the possibility of her lending her notes to him, but requested the listener to lend him her notes. Therefore, the speaker's words turned out to be an act and neng here was a token of U.
In the framework of Shen and Sweetser, as we understand it, A (content domain) corresponds to the state of the real world, K (epistemic domain) denotes the speaker's inference, and U actually is the speaker's act through/by his utterance. In this way, their A is not (meant) for the speaker himself or the hearer but anyone else that is relevant-which is hereafter "(the) other", whilst the terms K and U are (meant) for the speaker proper. Here, "the other" (the target third person/entity mentioned in an utterance) is deemed to have to do with the speaker (the source of utterance) or it is no other than the listener (the receiver of utterance) herself. For instance, John and Mr Wang in the above examples are unmarked "others" because they are human beings. We can also find marked "others". In the sentence "My computer doesn't work.", my computer is "the other", but marked since it is an (inanimate) entity/object. Sometimes we will surely find that the target mentioned in an utterance is actually the speaker or the listener. For example, "I/You could play basketball". Here the addresser or addressee (as the case varies) is the "other".
As far as we see it, if we want to distinguish between these three conceptual domains, we should firstly consider whose K, A, and U the so-called K, A, and U really are. A, in Sweetser's and Shen's model, is not A on the part of the speaker while K and U are the speaker's K and U, so both of them seem to confuse the speaker, the listener and the other. Actually, any sentence is the content of speech and thus belongs to U 3 , presupposing a dose of K and implying a proportion of A. Take the following sentence as an example. 7) He can swim with his arms bound like Prometheus. Does this belong to U, K or A? According to Sweetser's and Shen's theorizing, it is A, describing the objective state of part of the real world. However, we see it as a unity of all the three. For one thing, 7) in its entirety is the content of the speaker's speech, and thus belongs to U. Furthermore, the speaker states this fact, presupposing that he knows it (K). Also, 7) describes the act of "him" (the other), and therefore denotes A.
Now that every sentence is the unity of the three things, how can we distinguish one from the other (s)? In our opinion, the key to this triadic differentiation lies in that we should bring into consideration perspectives or perspectivization: the speaker, the listener or the other. Actually, we should make it clear about which one is held prominent (see Langacker, 1987 Langacker, , 1991 /ostensive (see Sperber & Wilson, 1986 /1995 /2001 ) in a sentence with respect to the perspective of the speaker, the listener or the other. If we put 7) in different contexts, it will naturally highlight A, K or U, but not two or three. What matters or tells is really the (right) perspective. 8) ("~" is equivalent to 7)) a. S 1 : I'm sorry, what did you say? S 2 : ~ b. S 1 : What do you know about him? S 2 : ~ c. S 1 : He can swim, can't he? S 2 : ~ As regards 8a), according to S 1 's question, the most relevant understanding of S 2 is U. S 1 raises this question to inquire about the content of S 2 's speech, so S 2 's speaker/reporter identity is prominent/ostensive. Thus, this sentence should be understood from the speaker's perspective as the content of the speaker's speech (U). In 8b), S 1 asks S 2 about "him" (the other, a third party), actually posing a question with respect to S 2 's knowledge. Thus here it is S 2 's K that is prominent/ostensive. For 8c), S 1 asks S 2 whether "he" (the other, a third person) can swim. Here S 1 aims this question at "his" act. From a relevant perspective, S 2 's answer should also be directed at the same act. In this context, "his" A is prominent/ostensive and this sentence should be seen from perspective of the other ("he" in this case), contributing (more) to A.
The question "Which domain does 7) belong to?" can be illustrated by In default case, namely without any contextual information, 7) is (the speaker's) U, (the speaker's) K and (the other's) A at the same time. However, in the context of 8a), (the speaker's) U is prominent/ostensive, and K and A become the background. In 8b), the prominent/ostensive one is (the speaker's) K, and the background is U and A. With respect to 8c), (the other's) A is prominent/ostensive while K and U make background.
Therefore, in order to distinguish between these three domains, we deem it necessary to figure out A, K, and U in terms of the person in question, be it actor, knower, or utterer/locutor/sayer and in terms of prominence/ostension (i.e. which one is prominent/ostensive in a specific context).
Most studies about these three conceptual domains in China adopted Shen's (2003) definitions/trichotomy without asking any wh-questions. Hence, they invariably could be accused of the shortcoming of confusing the speaker, the listener and the other, as Sweetser (1990 Sweetser ( /2002 and Shen (2003) previously had done.
Generally speaking, these studies in China were carried out mostly at the lexical level. Researchers employed their trichotomy/theory to generalize various meanings, making use of Chinese adverbs, conjunctions, modal verbs, and so on. For instance, Li & Liu (2004) , Shi (2005) , Xiao & Shen (2009 ), Zhang (2011 ), Xiao (2011 ), Wang (2011 ), Xie (2014 and so on. There were also some scholars dealing with the issue at the syntactic level, like Shen (2003) , Deng (2012) , Wang (2012) , etc. Others, like Xu (2008) , Fan (2014) and so forth, explored the evolvement mechanism of the three domains.
The system of the three conceptual domains initially forwarded by Sweetser (1990 Sweetser ( /2002 , and its Chinese version-the inheritance and development of Shen (2003) -provided a very practical framework for the explanation of many linguistic phenomena and helped to clarify the existing problems in previous studies. Therefore, their contribution to linguistic inquiries was doubtlessly valuable, as demonstrated by some studies in light of their model. If, however, Sweetser and Shen formulated the three domains only by studies of a word in an utterance (like may, neng), or by studies of a clause (like (subordinate) conditional clause in a conditional (complex)), one word or clause definitely does not make any of the three above mentioned domains itself. A lexical item is supposed to be understood in a sentence (or co-text/context), so it seems that the study of the three domains should have begun with linguistic unities as large as, if not larger than, sentences. What's more, the studies in China confined themselves within the boundary of lexicon as listed above, which dwelt on a single word excessively, and this, as we think of it, by no means accounts for the multi-dimensional relation between the lexical, syntactic and pragmatic level. For this reason, we propose the "Lexico-Pragma-Syntactic Hypothesis" on the three conceptual domains, hoping to bridge up the gap left by previous studies.
Disadvantages of the Study of Three Conceptual Domains at Lexical Level: From the Perspective of Chinese
Firstly let's look at Xiao's (2011) study of ye (也; also) 4 based on the theory of the above three conceptual domains. In his study, meanings of ye were generalized into "YE A ", "YE K ", and "YE U ". Then, "YE A P" meant that "P was similar to some situation" and this "P usually referred to some act or state". In "YE K P", "P was the particular knowledge on the part of the speaker, similar to the knowledge on the part of the others". As regards "YE U P", "P represented a speech act of the speaker, similar to the speech act of others". Please look at these examples, example 9) from Liu, Yi Di Ji Mao, qtd. from Xiao (2011) daughter-in-law that this is our absolute privacy!" "But I am also your parents' daughter-in-law, aren't I?" With respect to 9), according to Xiao (2011) , there existed such an affair: "If one intends to marry somebody, he should make his family background clear". The word ye in Mr Lin's utterance symbolized the situation similar to this objective affair and thus belonged to "YE A ". In 10), "ye zhen gou xinku de le" (it is certainly hard of you) was the subjective evaluation on the part of the speaker. Here ye did not denote the same act but the same knowledge. This meant that "other people will believe that you work hard and I also think so". Hence, according to Xiao, this ye denoted "YE K ". For 11), through "ke wo ye shi ni fumu de erxifu" (but I am also your parents' daughter-in-law), the wife did not really mean that "*other people are your parents' daughters-in-law and also I am". Instead, she demanded her rights as a daughter-in-law from her husband because he disallowed her to draw their parents into the young couple's private affairs. Therefore, according to Xiao, ye implied two similar acts of demanding, thus denoting some "YE U ".
Xiao's study of ye, based on the three conceptual domains, as we think of it, did not operate purely at the lexical level, because ye is to be parsed within and not without sentences. From our viewpoint, the reason why ye in 9) expresses A does not lie in the existing similar affair but the highlighted A of the sentence, which contains the lexical term or pragmatic operator ye. According to the context of 9), the speaker stresses the act of his telling his wife all about his family background and therefore this sentence highlights A, which makes it possible for ye to be oriented towards A. As regards 10), "ye zhen gou xinku de le" (it is certainly hard of you) is oriented towards the content of speech. However, according to the context, this is the speaker's evaluation of the aforementioned situation with a strong subjective bias, hence highlighting the speaker's K. So ye in this sentence is to be interpreted as "YE K ". In addition, we think that ye in 11) is A, but not U. The wife told her husband that she would obey her parents, but her husband did not approve of this and required her not to nose into their parents' matters. All of these constitute the context of the wife's words "ke wo ye shi ni fumu de erxifu" (but I am also your parents' daughter-in-law). Due to her husband's disallowance, the wife's response should be relevant to her husband's act of disallowance demanding, according to Relevance Theory (see Sperber & Wilson, 1986 /1995 / 2001 . Thus in this context, speech act is prominent/ostensive. The wife refused her husband's requirement by this utterance, so the sentence had better be taken as A (the pragmatic operator ye being endowed with the semantic load of A).
Is it possible, we wonder, to do researches of the three conceptual domains at a purely lexical level? We hold a negative attitude thereabout for its impracticality. Although any sentence is, in principle at least, a unity of K, A, and U, it expresses different implications when highlighting one of these: K, A, or U, and not two or all of them. In other words, K, A, and U respectively correspond to different implications. In that case, can we distinguish a single word's meanings of the three conceptual domains simply by means of its fixed senses and varied contextual implications of these three domains? Or can we figure out which sense/meaning of the/a word is A, which, K, and which, U?
Let's revisit the pragmatic operator ye in Xiao (2011) again. According to Modern Chinese Dictionary (6th ed.; 2012), ye possesses six meanings and uses:
(1) indicating the same case; (2) used individually or repeatedly, stressing the coordinative relation of two things; (3) used repeatedly, expressing the case in one way or another; (4) used in transitional or concessive sentences (often co-occurring with suiran (虽然; although), jishi (即使; even if) of previous text), implying the same result;
(5) showing the meaning of euphemism; (6) expressing emphasis (sometimes co-occurring with lian (连; even) of previous text). So, let's see if it is possible to generalize the three conceptual domains of ye by simply considering its six meanings and uses but not taking syntactic or pragmatic factors into account. We find that, other things being equal, it will not work, for as far as the above expression of ye is concerned, its six meanings and corresponding usages are too vague. For instance, ye can be used to indicate the same case (as a presupposed previous case, explicated or implicated). Our question is: "In what case does ye have such a meaning or use?". In the case of the same speech content? The same subjective inference? The same act? Thus, we cannot figure out which one of them (K, A, or U) is prominent/ostensive simply via the fixed senses of ye (like sense (1) "indicating the same case"). That is to say, we cannot distinguish between the three by this token. It is the same case with the other five meanings and uses of the pragmatic operator ye. We must understand ye within a sentence or (beyond) sentences, investigating the macro-meaning of a sentence, as well as the tone and mood of the speaker. By doing this, we maintain, we can hope to pin down the exact sense/meaning of ye (like (1) 'indicating the same case' or others) as occurs in a particular situation, and likewise we can figure out which one of these, K, A, or U, is held prominent/ostensive.
We cannot do justice to the three conceptual domains of ye, nor with any other (such) words or pragmatic operators like yaobu (要不; otherwise) as addressed by Shi (2005) , le 2 (了 2 ; a Chinese sentence-final particle) discusses by Xiao & Shen (2009) , laizhe (来着; also a Chinese sentence-final particle) discussed by Xie (2014) , and so on and so forth-not simply through their fixed meanings and uses without considering any syntactic or/and pragmatic considerations. Hence it is our view that the study of the three conceptual domains at a purely lexical level is a theoretical impossibility, at least too huge a challenge.
So, what is the impact of syntactic and pragmatic factors on the study of the three conceptual domains as revealed only at a lexical level?
Firstly, we hold that the research of the three semantic domains as explored at the lexical level really should be a syntactic enterprise; namely it had better be treated with at the (higher) syntactic level. A single lexical item means nothing but as much sense or as many senses as a dictionary thinks of it and once used in a sentence, say, within the co-text and context, it is meant to mean something lively and dynamic. The gestalt or entirety of the utterance/sentence meaning to a great degree determines or gears the meaning of the word in question, or the three conceptual meanings of the word. From what we discussed above we can see that while analyzing the three conceptual meanings of ye, Xiao (2011) listed examples respectively corresponding to the three conceptual domains. So did other scholars studying the meanings of this or that word based likewise on the three conceptual domains. This showed that whilst these previous Chinese learners gave more or less consideration to syntactic factors/influence when studying lexically the three conceptual domains, they chose to confine themselves within the lexical/lexicon terrain, as though words were able to operate in isolation, contributing naturally to one of the three semantic domains.
Secondly, these lexical studies cannot serve the tentative explanation of the overlapping issue of the three domains. What we emphasized above is the fact that any sentence turns out to be a unity of K, A, and U, and not a realization of only one of them. In that case, is the trichotomy still necessary? And how can we distinguish between the three? If, as illustrated above, the lexical model is invalid in explaining the trichotomy, can the syntactic model work alone? No. One cannot hope to retrieve a satisfactory interpretation until and unless he tackles the issue pragma-syntactically, or, syntactically and pragmatically. For instance, the above examples of ye are merely sentences showing the unity of KAU, and according to our previous analysis, 9) highlights A, 10), K, and 11), A. This analysis is actually out of the question without the context of these sentences. The key to identification of the conceptual domain(s) of a sentence, rather than a word, other things be equal, is to find out the most prominent/ostensive one/domain, the domain that prevails, in a specific context. It is not generally a question of yes or no, nor a question of which, but a question of degree, Xiao (2011) and so forth. Although they occasionally mentioned the influence of context (enjoying a mild proportion of pragmatic involvement), they failed to promote their studies to what we think should be the pragma-syntactic stratum.
In consideration of the disadvantages in previous (lexical) studies of the three conceptual domains, we propose the "Lexico-Pragma-Syntactic Hypothesis" on three conceptual domains, whose central idea is that the study of three conceptual domains should be such as encompasses the three linguistic levels, with pragmatics playing a prevailing role.
The "Lexico-Pragma-Syntactic Hypothesis" on Three Conceptual Domains

Syntactico-Determinism
As pointed out above, the lexical study of the three conceptual domains can and should be brought about in the framework of syntactic or pragma-syntactic studies due to the fact that the former is impossible without the latter. From our point of view, it is the macroscopic pragma-syntactic effect that can account for a linguistic unit being, belonging or attributing to one of the three semantic domains as studied before.
For one thing, the lexical meaning discussion or lexical domain attribution cannot achieve much without anchoring a word in a sentence, among other things. The relationship between semantics and syntax has long been a controversy but the idea that the two areas or approaches of language studies are complementary to each other has been broadly accepted. As far as lexical meaning is concerned, it is to be pinned down by more than the word in question. The sense inventory as we detect in a dictionary make a potential list of them, to be narrowed down by sentential cues in a text. Take the Chinese character qin (亲; honey/baby). "In ancient Chinese, qin is used as a monosyllabic (more frequently) or polysyllabic unit. The meanings of the word as a monosyllabic unit can be figured out by the sentence where it lies. This means that the structure of the sentence determines the functions (or meanings) of the unit" (Feng, 2014) . It is true that it remains open to question whether and how the structure of the sentence could exactly determine the meanings of a word, but as the word qin as a monosyllabic unit demonstrates, its meaning is so uncertain and unclear until we find it in a specific sentence, hence textualization plus contextualization. Please look at a few examples. The meanings and uses of qin vary from case to case, as seen in the above examples. It is these sentences that help us to make sure about what the word is meant to mean. The single character qin cannot successfully express any meanings unless sententialized-co-textualized and contextualized. With sentences before and after a qin one, as uttered by a particular locutor to a hearer in a particular place at a particular time, the lexical item qin (actually any conceivable word in this case) has its meaning safely anchored.
Moreover, the functions of a word are governed within and by the entirety of a sentence. In addition to the referential, denotative and connotative function, a word may have such by-functions as euphemism, emphasis or down-toning. In our view, even if the sentential function is not in every aspect identical to the lexical function (function of each lexical item that co-occurs in the sentence), they are more or less iconic to one another. Again the ye example. Most of the six meanings of the word (see part 2) have to do with such by-functions, which all find expression only in a sentence or sentences. For instance, without a sentence prior to the sentence where ye occurs, meaning (1) "indicating the same case" does not hold. Meaning (2) "used individually or repeatedly, stressing the coordinative relation of two things" is possible only with more than two things for comparison, in the same or different sentences. So is the case with meaning (3) "used repeatedly, expressing the case in one way or another". Meaning (4) "used in transitional or concessive sentences" naturally is inter-sententially bound.
Meaning (5) "showing the meaning of euphemism" and meaning (6) In the above three examples, ye respectively marks transition, euphemism and emphasis. Its three functions are closely relevant to the meanings and tones of the three sentences where it occurs. In 16), jinguan (尽管; although) leads to a concessive clause. We know that it usually co-occurs with danshi (但是; but) in the Chinese language. However, in this case we cannot find the latter but ye. Therefore jinguan leading to the concessive clause forces ye to adopt the function of danshi with a transitional tone. For 17), this sentence means "you should not be too severe to a child", expressing the undesirable implication of blaming. However, the question mark at the end of the sentence helps downtone the blade of criticism, hence making the entire sentence more or less euphemistic. As a result, ye in this sentence takes on the euphemizing function. With respect to 18), the speaker intends to stress (that) "a child can speak English" as an indicator of urging the hearer to put his shoulders to the wheel of his job. The Chinese character lian (连; even) often co-occurs with dou (都; all/both), expressing polar/polarity emphasis. As we cannot find the expected dou-the coordinating conjunction of ye, but ye alone, ye is really coerced to implement dou's emphasizing function.
From the above examples and analysis, we can see that the word ye either means nothing in isolation or means just an array of dictionary/lexicographical meanings so that one hardly knows which meaning the word expresses without any textual or contextual cues. All the six semantic contents of the word ye are hollow without a sentence, and only when the word is put in the soil of a text and context can it freely mean one of the six alternatives listed above. If words help construct a sentence, a sentence-actually its structure or construction-determines the sentential meaning and utterance meaning, let alone help narrow or pin down the exact meaning of a particular word that is used in a sentence. And we believe this more or less agrees with some relevant claims of construction grammar (see Goldberg, 1995 Goldberg, , 2006 . That is why we maintain that the lexical study of the three conceptual domains does not mean much to the study of (those few) words, not to speak of that of sentences or clauses. Or, investigation of KAU is uneasy with words, if possible at all, and we suggest a senten-tial/syntactic approach-study of the three semantic domains of sentences (perhaps also clauses), but not merely words or lexicon, by a sentential, supra-sentential (co-textual) and of course pragmatic approach/perspective.
Pragma-Disambiguation
Even though we highlight the macroscopic syntactic/sentential determinism in determining which of the three conceptual domains a sentence/clause really performs, we must not hesitate to acknowledge that there still remain problems unresolved. We are concerned, for instance, with the multiplicity/ambivalence of a linguistic unit, say, a sentence, in terms of semantic domains. In other words, if it is capable of expressing more than one meaning, which meaning should be responsible for which of the three semantic domains, or is there a one-to-one correspondence? Syntax alone cannot solve this problem. Now that there exists a common phenomenon of domain overlapping, it is partly or wholly due to the semantic overlapping or polysemy. So the distinction of K, A, and U from one another, as far as a sentence is concerned, is an uneasy if not impossible job unless interfered by pragmatics.
To begin with, "polysemy is a prevailing phenomenon in any language" (Hou, 2008: p. 387 ). Then, language itself is vague and ambiguous (ibid.). Besides, even for a seemingly semantically simple and clear sentence, it carries varied meaning, from implicitness to explicitness, from literality to non-literality, from explicature to implicature (ibid.). So if we want to figure out the exact meaning of a sentence, the context of the sentence and the pragmatic goal of the speaker necessarily are to be brought into account.
"Context means the environment of the verbal activities. There is no language activity in vacuum. Thus, people's language activity and speech acts can only be understood properly within the real context" (ibid.: p. 315). That is to say, any sentence can only be understood exactly when put into a specific context as shown by the following example.
19) (Husband asks wife to go to their daughter's room and see if she has taken medicine on time)
H: Did she take it? W: No.
(H = husband; W = wife) Without the contextual information in the bracket, we cannot understand what they are talking about. Who is she? What should she take? It is the specific context that helps us find out the exact meaning of the conversation between the couple.
According to Chen & Wen (1997) , restrictive and interpretative functions are the most basic functions of context. "Restrictive function is such that context limits the production and interpretation of language" and "interpretative function is most evident in explaining situational meanings and eliminating ambiguity and vagueness" (also see Hou, 2008: p. 403) . As seen from 19), the context restricts the conversational content of the couple relevant to their daughter's taking medicine and we rely on such a restriction to gear the sentential comprehension. Also, the context interprets the meanings of the couple's words in this situation and thus eliminates other possible meanings or meaning retrieval(s) (for example, otherwise the husband may justifiably ask her wife if their niece, mother, daughter-in-law whatsoever has taken (eaten, purchased, polished, filed up, etc.) an umbrella, raincoat, a piece (of chess, as in a chess game), car, computer whatsoever, if and only if it is relevant.
As discussed above, 7) highlights different conceptual meanings when rooted in different contexts, and we strongly hold that context does help us distinguish between K, A and U, if it matters to determination of semantic domains. "We turn to context for help in all cases of semantic vagueness or ambiguity, just for its orientation capacity. It works with every aspect of language communication like phonological, lexical, grammatical, semantic, pragmatic, rhetorical, logical and textual levels" (ibid.). As seen above, a sentence can be A, K, or U. The speaker's communicative/pragmatic goal contributes/leads to the prominence/ostension of this or that conceptual domain. This goal is seen also in a particular context. Therefore, context is as significant to disambiguation in terms of sentential or lexical meaning as to that in terms of sentential (or even lexical/constructional) function, be it (part) A, K or U.
Thanks to human/communicative intentionality, people utter words to do a thing, or pragmatically to perform a (Searlean) speech act, or a (Meyan) pragmatic act (pract). The problem here is that a locutor by means of a sentence can sound/be vague or ambivalent in terms of function, hence multifunctionality. If-conditionals, for instance, can mean an array of different acts, in a default context. So the particularity of contextual factors interferes in the functional narrow-down. Only in the context of 19) above perhaps can the husband convey the act/pract of asking (A), or (inter)rogative (A), or as we at times interpret it, the act/pract of indirect directive (A), be it polite request or impolite command.
The act of asking (A), or (inter)rogative (A), as a speech or pragmatic act, like the act/pract of indirect directive (A), naturally makes the issue all the more complicated, to be addressed later on (see 3.3). Now let us move back to 7). In the context of 8a), S 1 asks inquires about the content of S 2 's speech, so S 2 's pragmatic goal as a speaker is to clearly tell S 1 something new/unknown-locution (ary) content. Thus S 2 's response is an objective statement, the content of speech, highlighting U. As for 8b), S 1 asks how well S 2 knows that person. Here S 2 's pragmatic goal is not stating something new but showing S 1 merely what he knows, to show his knowledge of him. S 2 's words serve knowledge or K. In 8c), S 1 is supposed to make sure about a presumption (he is more than likely to be a good swimmer) by means of a tag question (pay attention to "can't he?"), so S 2 's response serves as (emphatic) confirmation/assurance (contrary to negation or denial), hence A.
"Lexico-Pragma-Syntactic Hypothesis" on Three Conceptual Domains
In consideration of disadvantages with previous researchers like Sweetser and Shen, we put forward the "Lexico-Pragma-Syntactic Hypothesis" on the three conceptual domains.
The relationship between lexical, syntactic and pragmatic levels is multidimentional and the three domains of KAU cannot simply hold or be accounted for at any one of the three levels. The study of three conceptual domains is consequently such as encompasses them all.
When we say a word denotes A/K/U, this means that the word triggers or helps highlight the domain of A/K/U in a certain sentence. This by no means suggests that the word itself expresses anything like A/K/U.
Let us go over 9), 10), and 11) for further illustration. The pragmatic operator ye in 9) triggers or helps highlight the speaker's A. In 10), it is the speaker's K, and in 11), the speaker's A. However, it is unwise to infer or conclude that the word in one of these examples denotes A/K/U without/outside the sentence in question, or more than one sentence for the build-up of a co-text and really a context alongside. If a sentence expresses A/K/U, as we interpret it, it does no more than highlighting A/K/U in a certain context. Does 7) convey the meaning of A? In the context of 8a), U is prominent/ostensive, in the context of 8b), it is K, and in the context of 8c), it is A, that is prominent/ostensive. Now we come to the complication of the Searlean act system whose matrix permits in all utterances to be a type of speech act, and no other (theoretically). An utterance is a representative so that it differs from and does not fall within the category of one of the other popular speech acts, like directive. Likewise, an utterance is a directive to such an extent that it meets no requirement/prerequisites for any other type of speech act, like commissive. As mentioned above, utterances are vague, other things being equal, in meaning and in function. If the semantic vagueness is taken for granted or accepted as something natural, we should say that functional/illocutional ambivalence is also a common thing (see Hou, 2005) . So, with all examples in this paper and more to come, no one is absolutely certain about the speech act or pract of an utterance unless he is given sufficient relevant contextual cues. Speaking of a word or a sentence, anyone claiming undoubtedly about the illocutional attributes is actually doing something problematic and theoretically risky.
When we say (in 3.2) of 8a-c) that the act/pract is asking (A) or (inter)rogtive (A), or confirmation/representative (A), we risk over-simplification, because we are comparatively short of contextual cues (given the bracketed information). Given the above supposition that an utterance enjoys more or less of illocutional ambivalence, the attribution of 8a-c) in terms of U, K or A is a matter of degree.
In the context of 8a), S 2 's response is more of U than of A or K. With 8b), S 2 is more of K than of U or A. In 8c), S 2 's utterance is more of A (confirmation/assurance) than of U or K. In fact, with 8a-c), S 2 's utterance carries a greater proportion of this or that domain.
There arises the issue of perspectivization, as mentioned above in passing. From whose perspective, or to whom, is an utterance K, U or A? Or, from whose perspective, or to whom, is an utterance more of K, say, than of U or A?
With 8a-c) again, S 1 and S 2 are two roles in the dialogue, and we should of course put S 1 and S 2 in the context of conversation. The above attribution may hold true on this score. But it may not hold from the perspective of the reporter, and audience. Let us suppose a scene of S 1 and S 2 conversing somewhere about a certain topic. As a friend of yours that overhears this chunk of talk, I come to see you, say, to see if someone can take my three-year-old son to a swimming tour, and you reportingly repeat the talk between S 1 and S 2 both whom you happen to know. Now I would say that in 8a), S 2 's utterance denotes his knowledge, for it is the swimming-capacity knowledge that counts for my case. So is the case with 8b-c).
In short, we take into consideration the roles of S 1 and S 2 and more communicators in cases of illocutionary/ domain attribution, and the perspectives of more or other people, like communicators about communicators, reporters, overhearers, eavesdroppers, and so on.
The question had better be, what is an utterance, A, K, or U, as locutor S 1 or S 2 interprets it, or as you or I or audience think of it?
Conclusion
There have been many studies about the three conceptual domains in China, "content domain", "epistemic domain", and "speech-act domain" (Sweetserian trichotomy), or the corresponding A(cting), K(knowing), U(ttering) (Shenian trichotomy)-our KAU. These studies, as outlined above, showed clearly how the framework of three conceptual domains well explained previously inexplicable and untraveled language phenomena. Nevertheless, while basing their studies on Sweetserian or Shenian framework, these researchers did not realize that Sweetser (1990 Sweetser ( /2002 and Shen (2003) had somehow theoretically confused the speaker, the listener and the other. Their content domain/A did not correspond to the speaker, but the epistemic domain/K and the speech-act domain/U did. So we think that the premise of studying the three conceptual domains is to make it clear to whom K, A, and U respectively belongs or pertains.
We briefly review previous studies about three conceptual domains and clarify the confusion issue of the three in the perspective of the speaker, the listener and the other. On this basis, we analyze disadvantages of the study of the three exclusively at the lexical level, believing that previous studies failed to highlight the importance of syntactic and pragmatic factors to lexical level and thus did not rise to pragma-syntactic level though mentioned randomly in passing. On account of this, we propose the "Lexico-Pragma-Syntactic Hypothesis" on the three conceptual domains, maintaining that the three domains should be studied by taking the multi-dimensional relationship among three linguistic levels into consideration, with pragmatics playing a prevailing leading role.
What we want to emphasize is that this is not a criticism to Sweetser (1990 /2002 ), and Shen (2003 , but just a trivial complement based on their theory. Also, previous scholars did not wholly ignore syntactic and pragmatic factors in their studies about the three conceptual domains at the lexical level. Instead, they just paid more attention to these two while unfortunately failing to promote their studies to the pragma-syntactic level. For this reason, we do not mean to criticize them, but base our study on them. Also, what we discussed above is far from the development of theirs but only our own points of view. Thus our opinions are certainly worth rethinking, and open to criticism.
